NATURAL HISTORY TRAIL
Through John Sanderson's Farm
Trail is one quarter of a mile long, easy walking. Follow red discs and arrows.

Each number on the map is a point of interest with notes on what you can see (summary on back).
NATURAL HISTORY TRAIL

1 - The Sanderson Farm
2 - Jonathan Sanderson’s barnyard and farmyard view in 1925
3 - Recreated landscape
4 - Poison ivy
5 - A first step from old-field to forest
6 - Old pasture gate
7 - Plants of the forest
8 - Evidence of past land use
9 - A changing forest
10 - Harvesting systems
11 - White pines love open areas
12 - The landing
13 - Stream buffer
14 - Tree growth
15 - Forest follows agriculture
16 - Stumps and sprouts
17 - Understanding how the forest grows back
18 - The edge
19 - What the clearcut used to look like
20 - A failed spruce plantation
21 - Plantation record
22 - Measuring wood
23 - Double stone wall
24 - Snags
25 - Old-field white pine
26 - Lumber comes from big, straight trees
27 - Tree roots